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ads to Battl
By ED CONCKLE
.Rooters, yell leaders, the band,
majorettes, and song girls will go
under the lights tonight when
Coach Bob Bronzan unleashes the
Spartanmen in an intra-squad
grid battle at 8 o’clock in Spartan
stadium.
Tonight’s game will climax
weeks of preparation for all
participant*, and will be the
finale to a long list of Rally
Committee projects and to an
exciting year of sports for SJS
rooters.
Music will lead off the evening’s
activities when the San Jose State
college band begins playing at
7:45 o’clock under the direction of
Mr. Frederic Boots. The band
will not march but will remain in

Delta Theta Omega
Becomes Member
Of National Group
Delta Theta -Omega, oldest local
fraternity at San.Jose State college, was accepted recently as the
108th chapter of Alpha Tau
Omega.. national social fraternity.
The local group was informed
of the acceptance of their petition
on Monday night, according to
DTO President Bud Prindle. Two
telegrams, one from Col. John
MacGregor, ATO worthy grand
chief, and the other from Stewart
D. ’Daniels, executive secretary,
conveyed the acceptance news to
the group.
DTO, whith was established as
a local social organization in 1925,
will be installed as an active chapter of the national group next
quarter, according to Prindle.
DTO is the eighth eatnpus social
fraternity to gain national affiliation since 1947. The organization’s membership roster will
automatically become active members of Alpha Tau Omega, Epsilon
Chi chapter, next fall, Ptindle said.
Officers of the group include
Prindle; Will Olsen, master; Don
Anderson, secretary: Jerry
Schmidt, corresponding secretary;
and Wayne Shepherd, treasurer.

ASB, Daily
Plan Future
Representatives of the Student
Council, the Journalism department and the Spartan Daily have
formulated a plan to provide
closer cooperation between student
body government and the Daily.
Beginning with fall quarter, the
editor of the Daily will attend all
meetings of the Student Council,
according T0 ASS President Dave
Down.
Down explains that a meeting
will be held once a week with the
editor, student body president and
the adviser of student affairs in
attendance.
One meeting will be, held each
quarter with the following persons in attendance: Mr. Dwight
Bentel, Journalism department
head; Mr .William E. Gould, associate professor of journalism;
the Spartan Daily editor; the reporter assigned to the Student
Council; Mr. Edward W. Clements, adviser of student affairs,
and the student body president.
Down said these meetings "will
provide greater understanding between the Daily and the student
government."

Weather
Political breezes came and
west yesterday and the returns
are in. Trouble is. It was too
windy, no reflection on the
calididates intended. Winds
shatdd be shined today with little change in temperature. Yesterday’s high was 73 with a iow
of 50.

the center section throughout the
game.
"The two teams." Boots said,
"each may be represented by the
band, one with the "Spartan
Fight Song", and the other being
represented by "Down from Under".
Among offerings by the band
will be "Washington Post March",
"King Cotton", and "The Gladiator".
Halftime activities will consist
of various routines on the field
by four majorettes, accompanied
by the band. %Filch will remain
In the rooting section.
In competition,. the girls will

perform separately, after which
event the Student Council, the
band council, and Rally Committee executives will meet for a
vote. Two majorettes will , be
chosen, and they will return for
permanent positions next year.
Performing tonight will be Miss
Lavonne Peter, Miss Betty Darendinger, Miss Gay McGowan, and
Miss Gloria McDonaugh.
Cheering their teams on to
win, rooters will be led in yells
by seven yell leaders, including
Ozzie Osborne, Bob Bradley,
Bob Baron, Joe Thornley, Ted
Ryan and his twin brother Bob,
and Dick Snyder.
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An election will be held later
by the Student Council, when two
of the yell leaders, and three alternates will be selected by the
Student Council on the basis of
their performances tonight.
Each aspirant’s name will be
broadcast over the P.A. system
as he appears.
Ballots, included In tle program roster, will enable students to make selections for
yell leaders as a recommendation to the Student Council.
The ballots will be collected by
students following the game.
Ed Mosher, Rally Committee
chairman, urges all students to
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cooperate with the yell leaders.
"It is important that we get
goOd yell leaders," Mosher said,
"as they will have important, roles
to play next fall."
Tonight will also mark the
first appearance of the song
girls, Miss Mary Harris, Miss
Marilyn Moss and Miss Marilyn
Metcalf. The girls, with their
porn-poms, promise to add plenty of color to the latra-squad
contest, along with the yell
leaders, the majorettes, and
the band.
"Next year," Mosher said, "we
will have a new schedule and a
new coach, which change offers an
important ’challenge to the student body. This intra-squad football ganie is our opportunity to
show the team and its coach that
we all are behind them from the
start.’’

La Torre Goes
To Purchasers
Tomorrow

The in t-:’..’ and one of the best
I.a Torre, in he history of San
,Jose State collire will he distilTatTedTOMin 1 CM n I Itil Frida . bet ween 9:30 at.n. and 2:30 Pm. in
the Inner Quad hallway nearest
, the Res.’- \ e Bopit ir)orn, according
to 1.1)11 Frall2lionc. editor.
This eat ’s In Torre contains
272 pos.:es and plcre than 620 pictures. Th!.’re a: I’ right colored in !formal snots ot the campus that
I cosi Sloth, to el educe. The 1.a
Torre co\ er is of metallic gold
,
which dessn’t get dirty.
There is no advertising in 1.a
Torre. It is one of 19 college yearbooks in the United States that
do not carry any. Frangione said
a total of S16.000 was used in the
publitation of the yearbook;
Frangione said the Whole staff
cooperated with hhn 100 per cert
to make the job of editor comparatively easy. Over 3000 manhours were put in by the staff to
put out this sTar’s edition.
Special credit is due Bob Stone
for his rotor photography, Gene
deCoux for his division page drawings, and Jack Wildman for his
Frangione
end -sheet
drawings,
I said. Other members of the staff
who put in extra hours were
I Elaine Williams. photo editor;
Part of this year’s yearbook staff smile with satisfaction over completion of the 1950 La Torre.
In the front row from left to right are Jane Brady, Jeanne Kerwin, Frances Mann, Iris Elwood, Mar- !Ruth Mahn associate editor; Thea
garet Nakamura, Rita Rubenstein, and Dolores Edwards. In the back rim from lett to right are !Pelligrini, index; Bill Schulz.. business manaeer: and Iris. Elwood,
photo by Gagnon
George Bally, Bob Dabbers. and Richard Franco.
; secretary. Miss. Elwood and Ted
:Breeden are co-editors of the
, 1951 La Torre.
I Frangione said that emphasis
I was laid on dhersified subjects of
The Student Council voted late ’ to make arrangements with local
interest to the entire student body
in the 1950 La Torre.
yesterday afternoon to hold a spe- hospitals whereby students could ,
There are still approximately
sial meeting_ Thursday at 3:30 be accommodated during periods
150 copies of La Torre left for sale
p.m. to consider alternative megs- of convalescence and the Health ,
in the booth in the Library arch.
s
JUflC t.
ures to the present system of Cottage could be used for emeriwildered South wondered today
merely
held that_the_State_sar. the
health protection in use at San gency treatment or as an isolation ’just how far three Supreme Court
railroad had failed to provideequal
ward for contagious diseases. The ’decisions a ga inst segregationJose State college.
faeilities for whiteS Wd Negroes.
Meeting or the first time under committee also, suggested that would change its traditional p01STANFORD liEAN TO LEAVE
Negroes
from
of
separating
the presidency, of Dave Down, stocks of medical supplies could I icy
CHICAGO, June 6.----Lawrence
whites.
the Council heard a report from be maintained at the Cottage in I
Iiimpton, dean of students at
A.
i The comments o
ts leaders
the Health committee which re- case of disaster or the outbreak !ranged all the way from Georgia Stanford university, has been
vealed that the average cosS of of an epidemic.
Governor Herman Talmadge’s re- named vice-presidora in charge of
keeping a student at the McFadThe Council also voted to re- fusal to accept the high court’s development at the University of
,
den Health Cottage during the ceive the report of the College ruling if applied to his state-- to Chicago.
No successor to Kimpton’s vapast year was $16 a day. The re- Life committee which suggested quiet assurances that they would
port stated that salaries for em- that a bulletin board be erected obey the law as interpreted by the cated post has been named, Stanployees at the Cottage totaled between the ramps leading to the tribunal. .In three;clecisions the ford university authorities said,
but they added that a number of
$9000 a year because of the neces- Coop. The board would be for court ruled unanimously that:
sity of maintaining a full staff of the use of all recognized campus
1. Negroes must be served on applicants are being considered for
attendants, regardless of how organizations including fraterni- the same basis as whites in rail- the post.
many students were hospitalized ties, sororities, classes, departmen- road dining cars.
at one time.
tal organizations, religious groups
2. The University of Texas 17.aw
The committee has been trying and the student government.
school must admit Herman Marion Sweatt, a Negro, because the
State’s separate Negro law school
A very few Senior Ball bids
cannot .give him the same educational opportunities as the white are still available to student
"Time and the Conways", sixth tions of time. It is dramatically school.
body card holders this week,
very
incidentally,
and,
and final production in the 1949- sound
according to Russ Rental, co3. The University of Oklahoma
50 drama season opens tomorrow pertinent in a world undergoing
chairmen of the minima :dance.
must
end
discrimination
against
night at 8:15 o’clock in the Little stress and change.
The bids are now on sale in the
. The play will be highlighted by G. W. McLaurin, a Negro, who is Library arch for $3.60.
Theater.
the appearance of seven graduat- required to sit apart ffom other
Approximately 1000 couples
J. B. Priestly, the play’s author,
ing seniors. They are: Gwen Sam- students in its classrooms.
are expected to attend the (Inge
present
In
his
tries to
works a uelson, Gwen Dam, Joan BuechIn the ’three eases, the court 17 affair at the Bay Meadows
situation in which an average tarn- ner, Shirley Wilber, Dorothy Wil- avoided ruling on the constitution- Jockey Club.
ily is struggling with the abstraC- liams, Cliff Roche, and Jim Jensen. ality of segregation as such. It

Council Votes Health Study

Drama Finale Begins Tomorrow Night

1.-P Round-up

South Questions
I High Court Ruling

Get Bids Now.
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Too Much TV
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The Best Yet
San Jose State’s ’’Tower is the symbol of the school. It is the
one building that sums up the entire college life.
Injust the some way -La Torre’ , San Jose State college’s yearbook is the focal point for pleasant memories of undergraduate days.
We feel that the 1950 issue of La Torre has accomplished that
very thing far better than any of its predecessors. It is a big book
and it is an impressive book. It is impressive from its massive gold
cover to its artistic page layout.
It is impressive in its superb color photos, and in its very large
campus life section. Besides the artistic touch there is a trace of
breeziness and lightness that fits in just right with a college yearbook
(Check the -Lyke- pages in the contents).
The Spartan Daily hereby gives a great big hand to its fellow
publication staff for a new high in campus yearbook production.

It’s a Cinch
MARKLEEVILLE, Calif., (UP)
everybody in Alpine
Nearly
county had a chance todaytOlrote
for himself or a relative.
-.
Seventeen of the countiji 1/113
registered voters were running for
elective offices.

Scenic Ride
LOS ANGELES, (UP).-- Television sets have been installed in
commercial bmuses of the Los Angeles-San Francisco short line.
President Rex White announced
today.
"The customers like it," White
said. "We, get good reception for
about 40 per cent of the route between here and San Francisco."

O

By ROY HITRLBERT
Spartan Daily Staff writer
_
All sorts of complaints have
been coming in lately about ti matter that demands some consideration.
According to one angry writerin, a small group of "hoodlums"
have been gathering about the
same time every day near the
_music building causing no end of
-racket.
This aggregation, the
...source declares, seems to be organized with a definite ringleader.
And the anonymous writer goes
on from here:
.
"The boas of this mob is
middle-aged. I’d say. The crowd
. usually talks about the most
unheard of subjects, none of
. them very understandable. At
least I haven’t been able to
- make out what they’re jabbing
. about.
- "In -cage the janitor would like
to know. _these mugs have little
- respect for property rights. They
. trample- all over the shrubbery
- and vines. Why I even saw several of ’em pulling off leaves and
flowers." Another frustrated complaintant
arrived in our quarters with a sim- liar tale of woe. To-wit:
"I was minding my own business
yesterday about 2 o’clock when
a psi* of rouigiuspdca and their
girl. Iliadic aie:*.dowJava- toindstw Ake

headquarters. They were following a lanky guy. I think I heard
someone call him Captain China.
He semed to know his way around,
anyway.
"Some of the stragglers didn’t
get along too well with him or
rather what he talked about. A
few grumbled unpleasant things
under their breaths. It’s getting
so a guy can’t take a snooze nowadays without somebody putting
his foot in your mouth. I hope the
administration will tend to the
matter immediately."
Seventy’-two other notes requesting that something be done
at once were received by the
writer. The same general description of a wandering herd Is
given from points throughout
Washington Square.
The campus police report that
the hoodiums_cepfin.e their activities to outdoor stuff, according to
their information.
Anyone close to the facts in the
case should contact proper authorities at once.
In case this happens, and the
culprits afe apprehended, maybe
some of those doggone biology
field excursions will be called off.
They’re hard on the shoe leather
and besides, who dosanl know all
that’s necessery shout the
seS* this, West.
- 16. f% .04 M

Orchids

Congratulations .apdthanks to Dear Thrust and Parry and
The Reed. The spirit that moves members of the Social affairs
the contributors, the spirit that commit tee:
Congraulations on your fine armoves the collectors and editors,
the spirit that keeps this effort rangements for the. Chapel Ball
a part of our civilization should presented last Saturday.
However welcome a free dance
constantly be fostered.
the financial responsibilFor only that nation that pro- may be
such an affair are also of
for
ities
vides for and encourages this freethe student body. We
dom of individual expression may interest to
that many of those who
wax strong and prosper; only believe
would have been very
those people may lead a full and attended
contribute to the Meto
willing
hwhile life.
Chapel fund, but we could
morial
R. Mac Quiddy J. ,ASB 5981
not find any provision there for
such donations.
We would like to see the financial statement for this dance and
information regarding the source
Dear Thrust and Parry:
of funds published. The members of the Fairness
ASB 354, 7930, 2364
Committee have directed me to
express our appreciation for the
Acafine support which so many of our To the Personnel Deans and
President for
campus family have given to our demic Deans and
work during the academic year. their counsel and support.
To the Spartan Shop for its
I hesitate to name individuals and
Blue
organizations, lest I omit some attractive new cover for
students
who should be included, but I’ll Books. To all those
and faculty members who filled
risk it.
our questionnaires.
out
Thanks are due to the SparTo the many individUals who,
Daily for its well-written
by precept
stories of our program and its, quietly and sincerely,tried
to deal
have
example,
and
headon the whole, temperate
to make
Hag of controversial campus is- fairly with others and
in its human
suss. To Use editors of Campus our campus itasis fair
fair to look upon.
Cosismuie for the inclusion of relations as Elmo
A. Robinson

Thanks

their paragraph on Fairness. To
Blue Key and Tan Delta Phi
for assistance in posting and
distributing the Bill of Student
Obligations.

To the residence houses which
’posted and discussed these Obligations, and to those organizations
which expressed their endorsement
To the leaders of
in writing.
State and Freshman camps for the
inclusion of the topic of fairness
in their programs. To the librarians who have maintained the file
of examinations. To the Exam ination committee for its reminders to the faculty. To the Registzar for changes in the catalog.

ON THE SQUARE
By JACK RUSSELL

Just how does a cafe, bar, hotel
or barbershop operator act when
a member of a minority race eners his establishment in this liberal, Western city of San Jose?
Just why does he practice discrimination?
These are some of the pertinent ansoers *ought and obtained by the 70 members of
Mr. Claude Settles’ 9:30 Sociology 153 .damtfor the San Jose
_

Council for Civic Unity.

SPARTAN SHADOWS

t

It MadeThrust and Parry
-News Today

VALPARAISO, I n d., (UP).
Students at Valparaiso Technical
Mambas
institute whose grades fall below
standard must put their television
sets in storage, the faculty announced today.
Office: Publications Building (103) on E. Sin Caruis street.
Joseph Alinsky, head of the
Press of the Globe Printing Co., 1445 S. First street San Jose
Advertising Dept.. Eat 211 Television department, said TV
Editerial. Ext. 210
Telephoives: CYpress 4-4414
Subsoription Price: $2.50 per yeer or $1 per guerter for non MB card holders- sets can distract students from
study. Thus, the school requires
MILT RICHARDS--Business Manager that all seta be registered.
BOB SKILUCORN--Edifor
be. Hruby
Jack Russell
Sports Editor......
News Editor
Any student whose grades begin
Florence Ross to suffer is placed on probation
.1.v Lyedeurcer
Desk Chief
Secioti Editor
till Raver while an investigation is made to
Editorial, Photo Editor _Welly Weasel Wire Editor
Helen Davis
Feature Editor
determine whether too much TV
Make-up Editors Bruce &Omen, Fred Burbank, Sam Goldman, Charken Little.
is the trouble.
Donnie Nunes. Marion Summers.
Copy Desk Bruce Orotsman, Fred Ilurbenk. Sam Goldman, Ron Marcus. Ross
Massey, Horner Slater. Thad Spinets.
ReportersJack Anglin, Firmo Carnbiertice. Bill Chambers, Edward Caddis, BerflOLDENVILLE, Okla., (UP).- bera Deemy, John Drernel. William Enlist.. Francis &tete, Albert Grow.
Moses De Guzman. Roy Huriborf, Alan Long, Torn Morphine. La Verne Florist Paul Gille’s troubles with
Potts, Douglas Prestage, Edward Roper. Elmer Rodrigues. Jeanne Thomas, animals started a few weeks ago
when a skunk hitched a ride in the
Jerome Thomas.
storage compartment of his airADVERTISING STAFF
Basi. Watson plane on a short flight.
Office Manager
For the past four days Gine
Fred Allred. Jim Baker, Beverly Beier, John Illerslacos. Dick likirsch,
Salesmen
John Blackwell. William Ernst, William French, Edward Geoper, Dick Greet, has tried to rout an opossum from
Ralph Unmet. Ray Lehrnliuld, Ray Lyon. Ralph Peterson, Bun Pettus, Vin- an almost inaccessible cower of
cent Scasnpini, Freeces Sterling.
his flower shop. Gille asked for
help from ’possum hunters yesterday, when the stubborn animal refused to budge.

Thrust and Parry contributors can breathe easier now that the
Personnel committee has agreed to stop the practice of clipping
Thrust and Parry articles and placing them in students personnel files.
and the members
Joe H. West
The Daily wishes to thenkpean
of the committee for taking such quick echon on the paper’s editorial suggestion concerning Thrust and Parry filing.
The Daily’s thanks go also to Mr. Dwight Bente!, journalism department head, and Mr. William E. Gould, asSociate professor of
journalism and Spartan Daily adviser, who met with the Personnel
committee Monday afternoon.
Last but not least, the Daily thanks Francis J. Kelley for submitting his Thrust and Parry letter and bringing the situation to
a climax.
State students can now feel free to voice their opinions in their
newspaper without fear of dire results from having done so.
The action of the Personnel committee clearly demonstrates
without a doubt that the group has the best interests of the students
at heart.

I

minority members from returning.
These are:
1) There is over-charging for
services.
2) Owner or operator claims the
individual is drunk.
3) Server allows customers to
wait a long period of time without
being acknowledged.
4) Hotel operators ask for reservations: or if reservations received prior by wire, letter, or
-phone, it is claimed to have never
been received by hotel.
5) Hotel operators say there are
no rooms left.
6) Barbers give sloppy haircuts
and do clumsy work.
In summary the surveying students found that the discrimination is heaviest again the Negro,
with the Filipino second.
The
Japanese and Chinese Ire about
the same with -dberhnination
against the Mexican the lowest.

Here’s a sample of answers
given when the interviewers asked
if there was discrimination practiced:
"It would ruin my business, as
the whites wouldn’t stand for it."
"Negroes and Filipinos smell badly." "I reserve the right to choose
my trade. See that sigti!!__’ _
Barbers saitL"Their (Negroes,
Mexicans) hairiif -kinky or stiff."
"Special training is necessary to
treat the skin." One barber when
questioned as to where he would
send a negro for a haircut
answered, "OUT.
out!"
ir
It is interesting to note that
there was not a single barber
shop and hut one beauty parlor
Jeanie Nieri, member of the Sooutside of the minority groups
that would serve a Negro or a phomore council, announced yesPhilipino. Except for the terday that a special meeting of
YMCA and YWCA the same the council will be held this afternoon at 3:30 o’clock in the Student
could be said for hotels.
The most common rationaliza- Union. John Giadomazzi, presiding
tion employed is that it is a mat- officer, will lead an important buster of business and sound econom- iness. session before .the barbecue
ics to practice discrimination. That gets under way.
is if one takes in colored trade one
would lose one’s white trade.
Many operators of these establishments, however, would not directly state their opposition to
minority trade. These used several business practices to serve
their purposes; i.e. to diseourage

Sophomore Group
Holds Meet Today

NICK LICKWAR
Man About Campus

says:
"I’m looking for you to buy
your two tickets to ’TIME AND
THE CONWAYS’."
June 8-9-10-12-13

If You Want
THICK MALTS
OW Fashion
STRAWBERRY
SHORT CAKE
The Biggest
SUNDAES
and the best
full course dinners
Go to the

TEEPEE DRIVE-IN
1228 W. SAN CARLOS

TYPEWRITERS
for rent
SAN JOSE TYPEWRITER CO.

After the Inter-Squad Football Gam*
Tonitel
COFFEE & DONUTS

DIERKS
371 West San Carlos

Special Rental Rates for Students

3 months $10.00Used Standard & Portable Machines For Sale
Also New Portables
Easy Payment Plan -CORONA ---UNDERWOOD
ROYAL
REMINGTON
Est. 1900
G A. BLANCHARL
24 So. 2nd St., CYproon 143113

.

To Graduating Seniors:

Sweet- Misery of Life

!Dragon Wins
Acclaim_ for
u
Compostans

tEditor’s Diotet----rfhe following story is from the University of Minne!Iotaly fly stet/reporter Bill Hackney. The Spartan -Daily feature
staff (eft that the story expressed so well the end-quarter sentiments
’ By DONNIE NUNES
of graduating seniors everywhere that it was worth reprinting with
With 1959 Homecoming just
plaudits to
Minnesotapailte around, the corner, old grads and
slight changes and with all
Hackney.)
former students will band together
to recall those "good old days."
NOW.THAT the time has come for you to leave the *college and
One of San Jose State college’s
start doing some work, you must have been thinking about what your former students will not be among
contribUtions to the world’s culture will mean in the next.few.decades. those enthusiastic groups. But to
-"" Speakers at convocations, instructors, friends, parents and fellow- those pals and buddies of twelve
travellers haveall briefed you on the importaricept your lids:slim; but years ago he will be included in
you don’t’lcilow die and I don’t know Ylsu, so Who-cares what you do?. the "do you remember when we
Within tive’Years, eighty percent of you will be married in spite . . . " routines.
Carmen Dragon attended Sin
yoti ,have learned here. The need for creative expression will
Jose State college- in the thirties
wither before -the greater need for three meals.n.day.
When money and supplies weren’t
The bright flame of knowledge will serve to heat your
- at a premium.
. ceffvf, when the gas is turned off, and when that goes out
Being typical college student,
your thoughts will cool and harden in the mold. ... .
.,.. During- that interval you will live in fear of thelandlord, the he and his brother Roland probdentist, the tax collector, cab-drivers, headwaiters, communists, bur- ably found it hard to make ends
glars. fire,...flood,- earthquake, new ideas,. your neighbor’s dog, your meet just as students of 1950 do.
Little did Dragon realize, while
’neighbor’s ()Pinion and God, in the order named.
.....
playing in the college orchestra,
--You-will beget progeny of such appaling ignorance that it will
that some day he would be up
take them twenty-five years to get where you are now, tit Which Point
on top with the rest of the big
they -wilt be thoughtless enough to leave you tilid get married.
names in the musical field.
You will learn to talk about babies, bridge. SeWhig,-golf, murders
Hollywood greeted the young
in.the paper and- your work. This will be a pleasant change from the
hopeful in 1937 and from that
college Where you. learned to talk about sex, bridge,’ sex, bridge and
time on it was a continual rise
sex.

9,ue
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the

Another twelve percent of you will continue .to pursue
’,-..the intellectual life whictr evaded yoti so cleverly on campus.
Of these, one percent will starve rather than deny their
- -aesthetic principles. The other eleven percent will live in
Paris sad -talk about Art, -Life, Naturalism and the martyrdom of Oelus.- --. Of the temainhig eight percent, three will- commit suicide.. The
feat Will 41Ø of Cancer, trichinosis, crimes of passion. lightning,falting
Meteors, arteroselerosis or creeping boredom.
. _
The ’College will remember you long after youhavegone. -Your
record; will remain in the files for years and years. You will look
back upon this fond concern with some longing-afteryotrhavespent
.
some time out in the world.
At the college you courd-get your picture in LaTorre-mere
y
spending. ioui years of your life on campus, or get your name..
simple expedient of writing greater nonsenSe than the
editeMgrgt. calling it a "column!"
----r-"011tdide Washington Square you will meet a callousness
---sehich- will prevent your appearing In the morning tabloid
.-4uslosit -you burst into flames in the middle of South ’First .
-..street.
T.12 world will be glad to see. you coming, though. It takes educated people to manipulate national affairs, call strikes, create monopolies, -supprep ideals, start wars and invent more ingenious and efficient ithjdj of illuminating or eliminating uneducated men.
You will work for the next forty years, at the end of which time
you may be able to retire.- fling aside worldly cares and ride your
-tap-speed-to--the-grave--.

6

- I. hope you will be very happy.

’Time and the Conways’ Final
For 7 Senior Drama Majors

.

IR

.-

Jim Jensen and Owen sanuielson are two of the seven actors in
the east of "Time and the Conways" who will gratithite this month:.
J ensen appeared as Mephistopholes in "Faust" and as the doctor in
1-."stiti Life." Miss Samuelson was the cockney in "John Loves Mary"
a nd played opposite Jensen in "Still Life." Both have been active in
- other dramatic productions here. "Time and the Conways," final
: Play of the 1949-50 season. opens tomorrow night at 11:13.
?
-

Confused Fiance
:Yawnon.Highway Dates Wrong Twin
Woman’s Pearties

..--APortivawa; -Olds-. June O.-- (UP)
---Somewhere on State Highway
:17. between Tonkawa and Wichita,
’ Kan., a set of false teeth was
:grinning at motorists today.
A Fredonia, Kan., housewife re-.
- ported’ she ’tossed her grippers
:from an_autootobile accidentally
:while_ discarding a banana peel.
She didn’t miss them until she
--reached Wichita.

Detroit, June S.-(JP)
Doris
and Dolores Copeland, pretty 19year-old twins, not only look and
dress alike -they kiss identically,
too.
Just ask Melvin Sherman, 20,
Doris’ fiance.
Sherman learned today that he
dated Dolores when Doris had a
cold.
"Dolores and I had a One time,"
he said. "Gosh, they even kiss
alike."

CARMEN DRAGON
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Last in GI Series
,

Vets iff_Frat Events

(plitorl /sigte.;:-.3tInt.is...the last in a series of four articles 1i’-Spapten
Daily staff-- reporterf vrr the activities of the GI studerrtr’oCflif9
"GolderYrar"-crassOrZ50.)
ea...,

.

....

Bill Chambers
Veterans, ’who constituted a majority of college stuslisnis4ornumber of years
World War II, have played a -m-ajor -part in
campus fraternities: For the first four years after the war. ex-GI’s ,
composed an etimatea 76 percent of fraternity men.
As men used both to being leaders and taking orders from their
appointed superiors, they aided organization and promoted spirit.

iffir:

Among the most important of
their leadership qualities, was the
ability ’to efficiently organize and
carry out functions.
As older men, they were used
to doing things for themselves
rather than relying on an advisor or dean to help them over
rough spots. This fact widened
the gap between fraternities and
the college administration.

..
idea of a juvenile mind and hand
wielding a paddle willi:the.intenOen of subjugating mature
to high school principles. . t....
Social functions of- fraternitieir
became more frequent Ind. bet..
ter regulated. The Neteran did
not dance as mhelt as the
younger member, however. Thisfact woody caused tut isepisrate.
factions to be present at any
Many people say, "The veteran
fraternity dance. Members just
has disgraced the fraternity sysout of high school tended -to be
tem by his excesses in consuming
loud and active while the vetalcoholic beverages." This is as
erans were more inclined to find
far frorn the truth as any statesatisfaction in conversation and
ment that could be made.
moderate sociable drinking.
Aecording eeDean ’of Men -PatiT * The married vet in the main
Pitman, Veterans drank-less in ex- has found little time for active
cess of their capacity than did the participation in the fraternity proounlif" irsiterniik then of pre- gram. However, they seem to haVe
\ eteran days. He said that liquor made the best leaders, especially
ind its consumption was taken for in orgtinizatiOn of business _KS1;ranted by the vet.
tices and the handling. of funds.
The inter-fraternity council was
Also, it seems fewer ex-G.1.’s
came to college to tool around strengthened by the influx of vetthan was the case. with non- erans. Stewart McCullough, IFC
vets, The desire for an educa- president, says, "The veterans who
tion prompted them to --attend joined fraternities knew what they
wanted and also knew how to
college._ rather than the desire
get it.
to please parents who Insisted
"They were full of Ideas on
on their child having .a higher
new activtles and would coopereducation. This fact put a more
ate with one another on any
sober and conscientious air in
plan to raise the reputation of
the general attitude of fratertheir organizations."
nities.
According to Dean Pitman, "The
The abolishment of some of the veterans did the fraternity system
more childish forms of _pledge- a lot of god. They cultivated a
hazing heralded the :entrance of more mature attitude and
veterans into -fraternities.. The strengthened the system in genpaddle, an almost’ ancient -frater- eral."
nal tradition, -Was outlawed by
The veterans, who now are rapmost of the large national fra- idly passing from the active organ’ ternities.
izations to ’alumni membership,
The veteran who had ducked have instilled in the yannger.lebullets for the past few years coming members a respect for
..semed very much to dislike the authority and an interest in active
leadership. They have shown thatthe experience gained from social
afrraeteirmnpoitiletsaanntd the contacts made

toward fame. His arrangements
and orchestrations are, enjoyed by
millions of people who listen to
the radio and see moving pictures.
cent symphonic poent.
A
"Retribution and Redemption,"
__otigin.ally a part .of the
score which Dragon composed
for the Hunt Stromberg picture,
"Strange Woman." He presented it for its concert premiere in
Southern California recently.
Dragon has scored and assisted I On
in many motion pictures, including’
"Anchors Aweigh’’, "Mister JorNat Fast, fine art major, is the
dan," and "Penny Serenade." His
painting
work in "Cover Girl’ was honored creator of the watercolor
Reserve
in
the
appearing
now
Academy
-an
by his sharing
Book room. ,The painting is of
"Oscar."
an old-fashioned house and is
"Starlight Coneer 1" is his done in black and white media,
newest musical program. He is according to Dora Anderson, in’
musical director .of the "Rail- charge of the exhibits.
road Hour" and "Baby Snooks."
The painting is another in a
His work and interest in relies- series of student works which is
-br-Deito-Phi-Delta--hon.
youth is his way of helping com- orary art fraternity,. Miss Anderbat juvenile delinquency.
son stated.
The club chooses a painting
Edwin Markham was known to
the World for his "man .With tile from among those selected by an
hoe?! Carmen DrAgon will be art instructor. Different hush u’
known to the world as the "man tors are selected each month to
make the initial preference. Mens- 1
with the horn."
begs of Delta Phi Delta do the
distinguished
Markham
-Edwin
al chooSing, Miss Anderson said.
who
hiniself as being tr=oet
p
Catne_known throughout the world.
Carmen Dragon has distinguished
hlinself as a musician. Both were
San Jose State college students.

Fast Painting
Exhibit-in-11BR

imp

at

Scribes Tabulate
Spartan Daily scribes came to
the rescue, so to speak, last night
when members of the local newspapers sent out an SOS for help
in tabulating the results of yesfor
today’s
terday’s
election
papers.
Working in two shifts, Donnie
Nunes, Sam Goldman, Tom Murphine, and Doug Prestage contributed pencil -pushing skill in the
County Recorder’s offices at the
Court house.

Have Lunch
. at

THE COOP

’Time and the Conways’
June 8 - 13

KFAST
LUNCH
DINNER

DONUTS_IL_COFFEE
150
DELICIOUS MILK SHAKES

SPARTAN
DONUT SHOP
125 S. FOURTH

N 0 W! Two Launderettes
for YOUR convenience.
THIRTY-MINUTE SERVICE

30c wash

20c dry

San Jose
Launderette

General Economy
Launderette

443 SO. SECOND
Phone CT 4-2420
HOURS:
Week Days 6-8
Saturday 11-6
Sunday 10-3
Closed Thursday

672 E. SANTA CLARA
Phone CY 5-1230
HOURS:
Week Days
9-11
Saturday 9-6
Sunday 10-3
Closed Wednesday
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Chi Omega to Honor
Six Seniors at Dinner
Betty Boetunke, Betty Lou Taylor, Ardelle Schmidt, Virginia
Kenyon, Martha Craft and Dorothy Moore will be seniors honored by members of their Chi
at
sorority June 11
Omeea
Rickey’s Studio club, Palo Alto.
Anne Leicham and Rosalie Mills
will act as general co-chairmen,
and those assisting with arrangements for the senior affair will be
Josephine I3ugnone and Doris Herince?, food: Peggy Dodds and
Anne Hanlon, favors; Marilyn
Roberts and Marcia Whitaker. entertainment; Carolyn Halley and
Jane Howard. programs; Betty
June Smith and Gloria Knetts, invitations; Rosalie Mills and Anne

Leicham, flowers and senior decorations.
Chi Omega chapter president.
Melba Sills, will represent her
Chapter at the annual contention on June 22-26 in White
She will leave San Jose by plane
She wil Heave San Jose by plane
and will represent one of 108
chapters of (’hi Omega who will
have delegates at the convention.
Betty Cummings, junior student, was recently affiliated with
the San Jose State college chapter of Chi Omega during special
teieleie ies conducted at the chapter house. Miss Curnmings was
formerly a member of Nu Delta
chapter at Willatnette college,
Salem, Ore.

Pi Kappa Alpha Chooses
New President, Harry Beck

Lambda Chi Receives
National Recognition
Zeta Nu Zeta chapter of Lambda Chi Alpha is the newest addition to the fraternity roster of
San Jose State college. During
impressive installation ceremonies
held last week-end, the national
charter was presented to Mike
Digan, local High Alpha.
The presentation was made
by Louis Fetterly, Grand High
Delta of Lambda Chi Alpha, at
a formai banquet held at Rickey’s Studio club.
National officers of the fraternity who were honored guests at
the banquet were Tozier Brown,
Grand High Pi and Dick l’etpham,
traveling secretary. Other -special
guests included Miss Helerr Diinmick, dean of women at SJSC:

Mrs. Izetta Pritchard, assistant
dean of women: Roger Armstrong,
adviser of Mu Zeta chapter at the
University of California; and R.
Robert Rowe, Past Grand High
Tau of Lambda Chi Alpha.
New members of the local
chapter who were initiated at
Hotel Ste. Claire last Saturday
Include Attic Christopher, Ed
Carneseena, Bob De Witt, Don
Peak, BIn Fralicis, Frank Hale,
Gerard. Kenly, Howard Ross,
.
Jack Sklar. and Gus Zongus.
Guiding the destinies of Lambda
Chi Alpha at San Jose for the
coming year are Mike Digan, High
Alpha..Ceerge Yeager, High Beta;
Ray Bryant, High Thu; Red Kelley, High .Gainrna: Tpm Snashall,

Guests at the Lambda Chi
Alpha banquet are pictured
above. Left to right are Dr.
Bert Morris, Mrs. Izetta Pritchard, Tarter Brown, Michael Digan, Miss Helen DIrmnick, Louis
Fetterly, Roger Armstrong, and
R. Robert Rowe.
High Epsilon; Frank DePeiro,
High Delta; Charles Day, High
Phi, and Dr. Bert Morris, High Pi.
The installing degree team came
from the University of California
at Berkeley and delegates were
present from Fresno State college
and the University of California
at Los Angeles. Ten Fresno. State
Lambda (’his were initiated citu:-.*
ing the week -end ceremonies..
Sir Francis Drake hotel in
San Francisco was the setting
for the Installation dinner-dunce
Saturday evening. Music for
dancing in the Empire room was
provided by Paul Law and his
orchestra. Fifty couples attended the formal affair.

-

Harry-Beck was elected.Preiident Of Pi Kappa Alpha during
Monday night’s meeting of the
fraternity. Back is a senior from
Los Angeles majoring in a general
elementary course. He transferred
to .the local chapter from Gamma
Eta chapter at the University of
Southern California.
Elected to the position of vicepresident was Herb Johnson. A
sophomore chemistry major
:from Oakland, Johnson just
-completed a term as I.F.C. representative for PI Kappa Alpha.
Phil Crimmins will serve the
fraternity ’astreasurer. He is a
senior from San Francisco majoring in industrial arts.
New Inter -fraternity council

representative’ is Toni Hatch.
Hatch is a fteslunan business-ftdministration major from Petaluma.

Delta Gamiiia..140ates 17
During Formal Ceremonies

The office of .historian will be
held by Dick Lebedeff, a sophomore art major from Hayward.
Delta Gamma sorority recently
He -a/so served the ’fraternity as
initiated 17 neophytes into the
historian last term.
sorority in formal rites.
The evening began with a dinT,kev, newly elected officers
will be Install
nekt Monday ner prepared by the gradtjating
night during the regular chap- seniors under the direction - of
ter meeting, accordhig ’to Diek Sally Matignen, Group singing
and refreshments concluded - the
Strata, reporger,
" ’
evening’s festivities.
Pi ,Kappa-Alpha’s .retiring offiThe following girls were initicers include Bud Guisness, presi- ated: Beverly Austen, Jo Ann
dent; Tom Burch, vice-president; Baldwin, Marcia Birkhohn, Par
and Don Millard, treasurer.
Gilpatrie, Sally Hart, Ann Hawes,
Barbara HersItey, Betty Hostet-

ter, Pat Howe, Patricia Kent,
Katherine Kepnick, .Mary Pahl,
Doreen $1moni, Carolyn Snider,
Carol Stelling, Barbara Soldavini,
and Jean Wolford.
Active members were honored
at a party given by pledges the
week preceding initiation. Costumes of Hawaiian shirts and sarongs carried out the theme of
"Sand Trap". Pledges Deb TibMts. -Marcia BirIcholm, Jean Wol-.
ford, and Doreen Simoni provided
the entertainment.

Phi Sigma Kappa Re-elects
Coy Staggs aAPresident
Coy Staggs was re-elected pres- Ken Black and Bob Infelise.
, Fred Duval was elected viceident of the local Phi Sigma Kappa chapter at Monday night’s president and Howard Macway
meeting in the PSK house. Staggs, wap re-elected secretary, George
entering his second term as presi- Sousa, Dick Hammer, and Jack
dent, won by a close margin over Doty were elected to the positions of treasurer, sentinel, and
Inductor, respectively.
Stagg& named Dick Mason and.
Joe Asworth to represent the Ig. al
fraternity at the national conn
Se
tion ie Chicago In August.
aggs
disclosed plans for the coming
’Harry Powers, junior art major pledge banquet and__a_ farewell
from Sunnyvale, was elected pres- beach party.
..
ident of Delta Sigma Gamma
Dick Grant will assist Powers as
vice-president of the local group.
Other new officers include Bob
Hines, recording secretary;
Hodgclon, corresponding secretary,
and Dick Rockhol d, treasurer.
Member Mike Barchi has been
named Inter-Fraternity representative.

LOWERS
"MINUTES FRESH"

SPRAYS
CORSAGES
WREATHS

HOUSE of FLOWERS
234 S. 2nd
CY 4-6415
Phone Chins Vow Order
N.C.C. 16% DISCOUNT

It

Met-Curt
*311))
1415
us4er
lad

COTTONS
end rayons lead fho
SIOIAMM fashion parade,.
Junior, togular and half.
aloe in styles for teneelmee
sccful grandma*
Oldinitely
teeloot.wlisf-

Delta Sig Gamma
Elects Powers

7--
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SOMETHING NEW AND EXCITING!

shown entering the Delta Sigma Phi’s first annual "Sailor’s
Bail" are ’tett) King and M.C.

"Dusty" Rhode in the foreground byhile Dick McGlynn
pushes away In the background.

Frat’Holds ’Sailor’s Ball’,
FloodslHouse. Basement

t

Delta Sigma Phi fraternity held King Neptune, Rhode sent the
its first annual "Sailor’s Ball" at feminine contingent on a trip
the chapter house recently-At the across the "equator."
hour of 2100, - sarong-clad coeds
Each girl making the journey
ushered, in the evening’s fun by
towing their-dates across a flooded was awarded a certificate. Re portion of the house basement to freshments were served and a
song fest’ was held in the chapthe party’s entrance tunnel,
ter’s rumpus room.
tillgpawreciced couples danced
Mr. and "Mrs. Edward W. Cle-1
atmosphere of South
amidst
Sea I ml ad flora and fauna. ments were patrons for the affair.
Highffght_of the evening was Mr. Cierkentsli fraternity adviser.
created by M.C. "Dusty" Rhode. Honored guests of the evening,
Acting aa Davy Jose*. with -tam were Captaie end Mrs. Joltri .W..
ssaiotaaois of Mr.-. Shaft and ThlatIRPODIS
’,1,-U 41 t .

-..serwrgriatridleit
f

"UP THE RIVER"

Outgoing officers and their fraternal replacements were feted at
Vahl’s in Alvisolollowing the installation ceremonies.
Speakers at the dinner included
Dr. Earl Campbell and Norman
Dolloff, fraternity advisers. Short
talks also were given by the incoming and outgoing officers.

4C14,a
St

PHOTOGRAPHIC AP,
PORTRAIT
PUBLICITY

COMMERCIAL
ADVERTISING

WEDDINGS
OUR SPECIALTY

. cy-3.-ops
.io

. .1,

1207 E. SMa Clara

1

IN CAPITOLA

ROMANCE IN DINING!
Dancing in the Beautiful

rock e,o,
/b

45-minute drive to "Capifola-by-the-S07$71
Have your next party here. Fraternity and
sorority fetes welcomed. For reservations.:
PHONE SANTA CRUZ 6140
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ROA-Climbers Group Completes ’Key’ Work
Educ-atiori- Magazine Presents
Tackle Spire.
20 G uicleposts to Leadership
Yosemite
Fenno Carnbianica
’Dove

Hammack and Manford
Sariuelsen, San Jose State students, were among the six members of the rock -climbing section
of. the Sierra club to climb Castle
/Icier:Wire in the central spires
341.144)11 of Yosemite valley during
Memorial Day vacation.
Hammack and veteran climber
John Salathe, whose son, John
Salathe Jr., is an engineering major et San Jose State, were the
only persons of the group to climb
to fhe top of the rock, which is
needle-like in shape and approximately 1000 feet high. The rest
of the group climbed only part
way.
It took Hammel( and Salathe
about 12 hours to reach the top,
and eight hours to climb down.
This was the second time in history that anyone has been able to
climb to the top of Castle Rock
spire.
The tOck climbers were inspired
by recent talks by Salathe and
Ake! Hansen, another veteran
climber, and decided to join the
two in their attempt to climb the
spire.
The group left on Friday, May
26, for Yosemite valley. It took
approximately 36 hours for the
six persons to climb up the rocks
through the valley to reach the
peak, the base of which is 5000
feet above sea level. They had to
carry their own packs while making the journey, "Att.& which was
through snow.
ifn...mnIaCR. a senior chemistry
major. Samuelsen, and the others,
made a practice climb on a nearby
peak, which was 800 feet high.
before tackling Castle Rock spire.
This was the first ascent that has
evt,,F-..been made of the smaller
peak.
Mr. Elmo Robinson, professor of
Philosophy, is chairman of Loma
Prieta, local chapter of the Sierra club. There are six students
connected -with the rock -climbing
section. They make
tic
ice
climbs almost every week -end at
either Los Gatos. creek or Mt.
Hamilton. SontetMies they climb
the big rocks in Berkeley and
three times a year they go to
Yosemite.
The rock -climbers hold meetings every other Wednesday in
the YMCA. Mr. Robinson invites
any Students who are interested
in rock -climbing to attend the
meetings, which begin at 7:30 p.m.
The meetings take place in the
gymnasium where the rock -climbers practice falls and belaying, by
jumping.off the balcony. This is
part of the club’s safety program,
which has payed off in less injuries than other inexperienced organizations that attempt rock
climbing.

Leadership Cours
Flushes Thuridity

14 LAVERNE POTTS
"Hit the line hardwith all you have. Do the tait if hhnd’t
though your entire future depended upon it."
This is one of 20 guideposts to leadership listed by the National
Education association in the NEA News. Other guideposts are:
Growth comes through added responsibility. Seek it; don’t avoid

tr.

it, Take life as a great adventure.
Prepare today for the job you important than how you feel.
hope to have tomorrow, always
Take .15 minutes a day to "get
giving more than you receive - on the beam". (Orientation).
this is the road to achievement. Morning -gets best results.
Let your constant motto be:
"Boldness with common sense the
tact", acting always in quiet confidence. Great attainment calls
for dar.ing always.
Develop a good follow through.
Persistent attention to every detail is a vital element in success.
Make clearcut decisions, after
you have all facts.
Don’t worry about who gets the
credit.
Learn to be a good listener.
Put yourself in the other fellow’s shoes, before _giving_ orders
or making decisions.
Be quick to pay compliments
when deserved. If criticism is necessary, make it in private.
Be careful never to build yourself up at the other fellow’s expense. His friendship and cooperation are far more valuable than
any momentaty ’personal gain.
Handcraft Supplies
Cultivate those you don’t like,
and try to appreciate their good
Wallets - Handbags - Belts
points.
Never’hold a grudge. Clean the
Made to Order
slate daily. Cultivate greatness of
Gifts
That
Will Really Be Appreciated
spirit.
Never feel sorry for yourself.
Complete Line of Liathercraft Supplies
Maintain an attitude of gratitude.
Tooling - Call Linings - Modeling Tools
Follow Cromwell’s motto, "Think
tackles - Snaps Dyes - Lacing - Wallet
and Thank".
Fillers & Backs - Unborn Caliskins
Live one day, at a time.
Let Us Help You Get Started
Take a few deep breaths every
We Gia Leather Craft Le}sons
time there is- ati "Ifiterrqption
like a phone call.
Every two hours
relax completely for one minute; breathe deeply
and get a new .perspective.
Be concerned, but do nit’ worry.
Remember -you are -made for victory.
_Get_ eight hours sleep a night.
In an emergency, keep in mind
that what you are doing is more

’Time and the Conways’
June 8 -13

SAVS

Putting the finishing touches on the Epsilon Pi Tan key replica are (left to right) Charles Belden, Robert Strochein, George
Boyle (top center), and Marvin C.arlton. The key was used Saturday
night at the Industrial Arts fraternity’s key dance.
photo by Rildenbrandt

San Jose State Student Receives
$150 Scholarship from Local CSEA
Max Mom, -Sew JOtre Stato :e:ollegi:Oost-graduate student, has
been awarded a $150 scholarship by the California State Employees
association, according to Dr, Dudley Moorhead, president of the
local CSEA chapter.
The scholarship fund, which was set up in 1949 by the CSEA, is
open to any San Jose State student who plans to do graduate 1
work at the college, according to S
Dr. Moorhead. Qualifications in -1 0
dude general fitness, ability, char-1
acter, and need. Applicants need!
not be candidates for a master’s
degree.

oph Writer
3ells Arttcle
About Ftshtng

1.111orn, 1950 winner, will be
given Vii) per quarter for three
quarters. At the present thne
the 27-year-old teacher training
candidate is working toward a
general secondary credential
and a Master’s degree in secondary administration. ..’

. The father of a 20-month -old
Child. Ullom is a graduate of Riverside Polytechnic high school.
He . received his BA degree from
UCLA in 1947. A World Wai- TI
veteran, the scholarship winner
served three years with the Arrriy
Air Corps as a bombadier nevigator in the European theater.

Recommended to the CSEA
scholarship by William G. Sweeney, head of the Department of
Education, Ullom was cited as
"a person who will bring credit
to the college when he embarks
upon his professional

Russell Howar d. sophomore
English major, -recently sold his
fourth magazine article of the
year when he received $135 from
..

Outdoor Life", according to Mr.
Atkinson, instructor of the
article writing class.
- -Howard’s article concerned fishing in- Tulainyo lake, which is located in Sequoia National park
It is the highest lake in the North
American continent.
. His three previous a r t i c I e s,
which’ Howard sold to "Country
Journal" and "The Cattleman", ’
were farm articles on feeding cat tie.
"Everything I have learned
abgut,magazine writing has been
taught to me by Mr. Atkinson in
the Journalism 170, magazine
%vriting class," Howard stated. "I
never sold an article to a magazine until this year."

Owen

Mr.

the

Atkinson said that roanY of

stories written in the maga....
a
Purpose of the scholarship fund. zinc writing class are marketable,
The last -meeting of the leader- , according to Dr. Moorhead, is the but the students whO have writ ship training couise will be held desire to retain outstanding SJSC ten stories have not taken the
- trouble to suanit them.
Thursday at 3:30 p.m. in the Stu- graduates at this college.
dent Union, according to Phil
Ward, chairman of the
course. Mr. Lawrence Mouat will I
speak and guide a discussion on
A pot -luck dinner will be the, The picnic, to be held in the
"How to.-Work with a Group."
This
the fourth And last in main feature of the Occupational picnic area behind the Women’s
the series of class sessions held Therapy club picnic Thursday gym, will feature singing folk
on leadership training over the from 5:30 to 8 p.m., according dancing and movies after the
;last month. Chairman Phil Ward to Betty Rodert, general chairman.
Graduating seniors of the club meal. Miss Mary Booth and Mrs
stated, "We hope that these popare
to be guests at the affair Elenore Mann, faculty advisers,
ular sessions will have a carrywhich is being held for them by will speak informally at the affair.
oyer next yeaFI"
Attendance for the club’s final
Some of the faculty members the lower division members. All
who hays spoken before the lead- occupational therapy majors are event of the quarter is expected
to beabout 75.
esship meetings this year include: invited to attend.
Dean Helen Dirnmick, Dr. Gene
Waller, Dean Paul Pitman, and
Mr. Wilbur Luick. Student leaders
sem have spoken are Betty Brisbin, Ellen Ericksen, Carl Ketchum,
Hob Madsen, Ron LaMar, and
Shirts in at 9:00 Out at 5:00
Marian Swanson.
a

trainingT Club sch e d u 1 es

Picnic

SANDALS

Made to Order -

ANDREE’S
Drive-In Restaurant
(Across From Civic Auditorium)
SAN CARLOS and ALMADEN STS.
Breakfast Lunch Dinner
Try Our Famous
earl-Cued Spar Ribs
with Scrods’ Sauce
Home -Mad Chili with
Fresh Ground Beef
French Fried
Prawns
ANDREE’S SPECIAL
Horne-Made Apple DiwapNag

850

4.50
n Natural Leather
In Colors 5.00
Dial

ST
loco

341124

73 E. SAN FERNANDO

with hot rum Sauce
Nap Dish

250

Pies
Open Every Day, 7:30 a.m. ’fill I san.
Fri-Sat. fill 3 am.Car Sarvicia

FOR THE GRADUATE . . .
The most cherished gift of all, her
engagement ring! This graduation, present
your sweetheart with a beautiful, brilliant
diamond. See our wonderful assortment of
gem stones, watches, and bracelets at Jules,
your Campus Jeweler.

Save Time 8 -Hr. Service
"Bachelor Shirt Laundry"

rescriptions

and

LVacation

Supplies

Morehead -Fleming
Drug Co.
.
Fre. Deltvery
Y 2-4114

& Sore Fernando
A
bk.

5

9Idest Weot

Dry Cleaners

25-29 S. Third Straw, Main Plant
ill %Wks.
275 E. William
316 ti Ita41
1199 Fraisktis, Santa Clara
k

CYpress 2-1052
14th & Santa Clara
1335 Liocado, Wtilow Gluon
*s_

23 East Septa Clara Street
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’Plunger’ Morriss

Cruze Blasts
Edmondson

Pro -Football Star
Assists Bronzon...7.a.

Third round play in the tennis
OPen division sttyts on the Spartan eity,cburts today. Butch Kri
..
By ROD RODRIGUES
who advanced into the
tSian.
yesterday, wi
Third round Of plywill
TINIktia An’ 0/1.-gdage that"you can’t judg;’,..a 1,41 74.71rts
’face
face the winner of today’s Jik.
Bruce,
Dawkins -Bob Castle match set cover". Truer words were never spoken in the case of Gail
San Franfinc.1.41.3er end, now assisting Coach Bob Bronzan with San
for 3:30.
In other Open tourney matches Jose State spring football practice.
today, Don Gale plays the surprisPeoPle still have the misconception that professionnr-f,00tball
ing Tom Castaldo at 3:30;. Larry
Brown meets big Jim Cruze at players are big, rough, mean -lookstory’- goes.
as l’hegams’ Bruce’
which to some extent convinced
330; Dave Parnay faces Larry ing
CoacliotItick,liatv.,that
Mumma in another 3:30 mkfch; they. are, an axiierrie cases. Gail he-had found Ote3Solotion to stop
angular ,s Lee Jensen runs ’ into Bruce knocks this fallacy into the Tittle: Bruce notifef 4., flaw in
classy Bud Slover at 4:30; Bob proverbial cocked hat.
the Colts’ blocking poeiset.
"
Brads Plays in Bowl
Phelps and Dick Russo vie hi a
The second ha,lf brodeiltnikout
Football started a long time ago one of the most brilliant, one-man
4:30 duel, and Phil Latimer meets
defending titlist Chet Bulwa in a for the 26-year-old Bruce. In his defensive demonstrfitiotts e
home town of .Pu,yallup, Wash., seen. Bruce made Tittle eat-grass
3:30 match. ,
In Open class competition yes- he played three years of football. repeatedly, dumpit* him for."big
terday, Chet Bulwa downed Aud- He performed for University of losses, and turning whae4eokeeto
drey Auerback, 11-2; Bob Castle Washington teams of 1944-45-46 be an upset into another99er vicdef. Don Miller, 11-2: Dick Russo Under "Pest" Welch. Gail played tory. Bruce’s name was on the lips
def. Ralph Scurfield by default, fullback on the 1944 Huskie squad of everyone streaming from the
and Cruze "tripped Bud Edmond- that played USC in’ the Rose Bowl. stadium at the end of the game.
Brtice, as a senior; was selected
son, 11-1.
Seven matches in the first round to play on ’the West team in the
loserti division were claimed by entitle’ Shriner’s New Year’s Day
’
forfeit. Those advancing into the classic.
Gall punched over the only
second round via the forfeit route
Include Bill Sherinyan, Norm An- West touchdown right over the
sley, Ken Agee, Abe Abrami, Phil great Johnny Lujack from six
O’Connor, Leslie Halliday, antlJim
Collins. Collins, along with Mike
Fiedler, who defeated .ltisiTi9od
Guy ,11-7, moved into the third
round.
.
In the first round losers class,
Norm Ansley plays George Qv*
at Backesto park at 11:30; Jack
Henselman faces Bill Pettit, sat
Spartan city at 4:30; Bud Wi:1inson and Julie Menendez ’Meet
Pictured above is Spartan Fatback FrOnk_gerties,205-1b. trans- at 430; Leslie Halliday faces ili
fer from santa 51onica J.C., to be seen In toWlitaa intra-squad- SliefiffYin at 5:30, and--Abe--A-bphoto by Gntelin
game.
rami vies with Jim Kfastiailii
at 4:30.
Only one match, a 5:’10-iftair,
takes place in the Non-PE division today.
This meeting ;pick
Harold Aguirre and either Howard Overhouse or Ray Sakiiar.
Play in the first round of the. second round losers division also gets
w.itb. .iPS...bat tinF. average; Leon under way today.
By- R9s8 MASSEY
The 1950 Gold -and White base- Papkof f .M1:, tb.d1Z. Line (.1.63),
yards out, Which, incidentally,
subbed in
ball edition closed down the press- a re.ilulAt intielFicy
bean
was the only touchdown scored
1950,
and
in
outfield
the
the
was
and
it
es last week-end,
Lolack all year. The East
in
over
baseman
..fitst
%Emily
Giles,
a.
end of one of San Jose State colwon the fracas, 40-9.
Or baseball runs. Im- 1949, letififIder -.MI Al,’ nYay be
lege’s
On his performance in th,e tastty Washington sidichre back to th’eg
, I in
mediat
game, Bruce, was ’ s’grleti.
West
_InfieArrercaitit4
O&M’
heard
San_Jose’s yarni y track squad
Squares ?afents-4-kere
erifresii-mrin
Infielder’sare
a
should pack added power in alsay, "But Wait’ until next year".
East squad, to’play for. the
With the 1C+50 season still fresh hard-hitting lot who may give the most every event next season: on the
Francisco 49ers. He has gone
In mind, it’s a good time to look Spartans some of the power they that’s the cheerful word seen in San
on to play 95 percent of the delacked at the plate this year. They the roster for next year.
ahead until 1951.
are: Eddie Hallberg, left-handed
Coach Bud Winter faces A stag- fense and 25 percent of the of_Spartans. Lose Six Men
fense, for the Shaw aggregation.
first baspian who-slugged at- gcinig task -in -replacing-Mel
The Spartan nine will be cut to .290 clip, and Tom Daly (.264);
Bruce -StopsColts
tin
and
Junior
Morgan,
the
top
the bole by June graduation ex- Fritz Bertero, .370 hitting seCond
There
is one game that Bruce
high jumpers, whose eligibility will
ercises with the loss of six men baseman; Ernie King, third basepractically won singlehanded last
be
completed
this
year.
The
abfrom the starting line-up. Rookies, man who led the freshman team
( Except Sew:day and Sunday)
sence of LaVerne "Red" Hall, year. The lightly-regarded Baltiup from a hard-hitting freshman at the plate with a prodigious .453
Spartan co-captain and No. 1 more Colts and their passing wizball club that won 11 ,and lost 8, batting average; Clyde Camara,
ard, Y. A. Tittle, had run hogw ill have every opportunity to step an outstanding shortstop prospect sprinter; Dave -Marriott, hurdler. wild to pile up a 17;7 half-time I
and
Dick
Fortier
and
Loren
MereInto a varsity spot. The jump who hit .323; Dale Stearns t.231);
lead over the up-until -then undefrom freshman to varsity baseball Bob Glaves (.211); and a sleeper dith, both broad jumpers, will not feated 49ers. Tittle was button- I
be
felt quite so keenly.
Is a long one, however, and the prospect. Ezio Pedretti, who pitchhooking passes all over the lot,1
To replace these five, Winter and sacrificing blocking protection
one-year men will have to work ed for the frosh and batted (.292).
can draw upon 21 sophomores and to run up the Middle -for hove
to get
nine utuors, Plus a number of
Brightest spot in Conch Walt
San’ Jose’s outfield has three
promising frosh athletes
Bob
Williams’ 1951 team will be his
returning veterans, Al Van AmRENT A
Crowe, who was bothered by
strong mound corp. Only Ralph
an (.148), Jack Frederick (.188),
TYPEWRITER
strained muscles for the better PV0
Romero has been lost, and if
and Tom ’Burch (.200), Tom
it 0
SPECIAL S RIDEPIT
season, will be avail--TWA! Mesa Woes-M-8 gn o p v
Cureton will sea’three year3 MONTHS
able for the sprints.:Given an even
RATE
professional baseball, the hill
ling prospects to Coach Wilbreak by Lady Luck, Croweshould
ere* will be one of the strongKENNEDY BUSINESS MACHINES
TULLY RD.
liams. They aro big Dan Ferris
improve considerably on his’. top
est on the Pacific coast. Glenn
96E SAN FtRNANDO CY-2-7503
(.294). Clyde Anderson (.294)
marks of 9.6 sec. and 21 sec. for
Davis, with a. 3-0 season record
V
als_erguson
(.250).
the dashes.
and .an PIDA of 2.28, Mary Mil- _The outfield is
big question
ler, ilajr-ilitteolaft-ii- Mel*
aire;whoilikk-2444,-in-the
^
-Spartans in& If
who should have a great year if
the men hit, San Jose will fare broad jump, and Bill Gallag..he finds himself, and "Lefty"
should take care of the long hop.
very well,
lihn Collins wilt return. Sam
Walt Johnson, Spartan catcher The barrier events will be handlSugomoto, who won 6 and lost in .1950: may run into plenty of qd by Jim Gillespie, who also will
2, and struck out 33 in the procompetition in 1951. Tom Lee, take up some of the slack in the
cess, looks like a sure bet from junior who played for the reserves, sprints.
Your Campus Representative
the freshmen. Hopper, who had will bring his potent .400 willow
San Jose will ooze power in the
n 1-0 ’reenrd and 22 strikeouts, back to camp next year. A sharp quarter-mile. Owen Moore, Ruemay develop into a tap-flight prospect up from the yearling ben Derrick and Don Davis, and
snoandsman.
squad is Ron Beach (.286). Bill Hal Orcutt, a freshman, should
When Coach Williams looks at Fielder (.300) reserve, and Pat give the Spartans a terrific onethe barren infield positions where Higgins (.277) freshman also will two-three punch here, in addition
to the mile relay.
all the varsity men except Dean battle for the backstop spot.
Giles and Walt Johnson have been
graduated, he gets a worried look
on his face and sighs heavily.
The returning -reserve infielders who will battle it out with upcoming ’freshmen for varsity po’salons are: Gene Worthington.
Who led tl!e". Spartan baseballers
_An,
-Ar Service

Mound Staff to Form
Nucleus of ’51 Si Nine
wkip

GOLFERS!!

1951 Will be
SJSC’s Year

Monthly card cpn now
be bought to agree

with your pocketbook.

Monthly Cards
$4.00
$7.50

Entitles you to
play every day.
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’CY1111111C
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GOING HOME?__
See BILL CHANG

Call CY 4-8627 after 6 P.M. Weekdays

Follow the crowd to

ARCHIE’S STEAK HOUSE

SW1144 iniora Footed pool, 901116.
prz.
Maple floor pavilion.
20% Off with ASS Cord
....RIVERSIDE GROVE
17 Mites Milt of Sorotogs
on Efolsofal No. 9

American Bus Line Coast to Coast
31bion e,. i c.1103 Anyelei
Transcontinental Air Smite

For that quali+y meal at reasonable prices-

Let Bill Save You Money

ARCHIE’S Specialties
Sandwiches
Salads
Steak-Dinners

BUS DEPOT 131/2 SO. MARKET ST.

-Try

545 S. bid

CY 5-9897

Phone CY 2-0606
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Tackle Whites To
Menges to Duel Sensenbaugh
In Public Intra-Squad Clash
STORY BY "ROD" RODRIGUES
ART BY BOB McFADDENT

San Jose State college gridders culminate 30 days of spring football drills tonight with the annual Spring Infra-squad game at 8 o’clock
at Spartan stadium. It will be the only public appearance of the
Spertans this spring, the two previous mire-squad clashes being viewed
by San Jose State college students only.

Guard George Reeves, No. 45,
wards off the attack of a fellow lineman in a recent scrimmage. The single battle is called ’soap on one" by coaches and
Is employed to develop aggressiveness and durability in the
Spartan phalanx. This play usually is
roughest on the
scrimmage field. Assistant Coach
Gail Bruce looks on.

he

Coach Bob Bronzan has divided
the varsity squad into Gold and
White teams, with Gene Menges
as Gold signal-caller and Dean
Sensenbaugh and Max Houlihan
as White quarterbacks. The Golds
will consist of most of the lettermen and veteran players, and the
Whites. newcomers.
Coach Bronzan was greeted
by a turnout of 11$ varsity aspirants at the start of spring
practice April 27. Fifty-fax candidates now comprise the squad.

A Gold and White back stumTonight’s game will feature batbles in the Brae of crossed
tles for positions and v6111 deropes which comprise Coach
termine recall of players next
Bob Braman’s obstacle course.
fall. Bronzan intends to work
Designed to deveksp runners and
with a small squad, probably
ball carriers who can handle
around 45 players.
themselves on their feet, the
In his. first year as head football
course is the first of Its type to coach Bronzan is faced with
be used on the Patine coast. building up the Spartan squad into
The ropes can be stretched taut, a formidable grid machine in preraised, lowered, divided and paration for the college’s toughest
lengthened, aecording tO tliglichedule--1-n history He inqalled
football apparatus out at Spartan
mentor’s desire,
field to tonditign and develop the
players, injected Notre Dame type
For an economical lunch,
of grid tactics in blocking, tacklmany kinds of sandwiches,
ing and in basic fundamentals,
COME TO THE . . .
which he learned from Fran ic
Leahy, as one of his pupils, and
experimented with new and fresh
135 E. San Antonio Street
ideas of his own. The result has
Established 1925 Open ’till 245 P.M.
begun to show.
Aggressiveness Shows
Spartan footballers are tougher
and have more desire and aggressiveness than ever before. There
was determination and a willingness to learn on the part of veterans as well as newcomers, Bronzan
-Bronzart,---siong-with-as-

sistants Bill Perry and Gail Bruce,
convinced Spartan gridnien that
they can and must be willing to
mix it and to desire to get right
down to playing serious football.
The result has caused many veteran observers to nod with gleeful satisfaction at the aggressive
play that followed.
One thing Is certain, tonight’s
game will cause much comment
on the Spartan’s chances against
such foes as Stanford, Santa
Clara, COP, IMF, St. Mary’s,
and Loyola. The Spartans will
be able to hold their own with
Most at them if the past 30-day
stint of banging heads is any
sort of indication.
Although the Washington Square
coaching staff was pressed for
time during the spring drills, and
didn’t get as much done as they
wanted to, enough has been accomplished to provide football fans
with a well-drilled and conditioned
team. The two previous intrasquad clashes and other subsequent scrimmages have resulted in
very few injuries indicating the
top-flight physical conditioning of
the players, something that is very
encouraging.
Tonight’s game will give San
Jose State students and supporters a preview of things to be expected of the 1850 Spartan squad.
The running and _defensive play
of Halfback Gibby Mendonsa will
be something to see. Kicking of
newcomera_Frank Morriss, fullback, and Stan Wacholz, quarter.’
back, has provided the Spartans
with a good ace in the hole, and

lightened the booting chores of
Harry Beck, veteran fullback.
Plenty of Ends
A host of pass-catching ends
led by the Veteran Billy Wilson,
will be on the receiving end of
Menges, Sensenbaugh and Houlihan tossed aerials. Johnny Lankas, Stu Compton, Ray Poznekoff.
along with Wilson, seem to be the
best of the lot.
Outstanding linemen in -practices to date have been Guards
Carl DeSalvo- and the injured
Dick Harding, Vern Vallercamp,
Dick Bondelie; Tackles Ed Miller,
Jim Wheeleha n, and Centers
Keith Carpenter and Bob hitch cock among the veterans.
Guards George Porter, Eddie
Salvadale.na, Tackles Joe and
Jim Moulton, the injured Buster Yarbrough, and Centers Tom
Cuffe and Fran Kluewer have
been the best of the newcomers and promise to give veterans
competition for varsity starting
berths.
-Elk-hr players are on the In
jured list and will not suit up for
the game.

Tentative Football Line-up

San Jose Box Lunch

GOLDS
Lankas, John
Miller, Ed
DeSalvo, Carl
Carpenter, Keith
Vallercamp, Vern
Wheelehan, Jim
Wilson, Billy
Menges, Gene
Trains, Buddy
Mendonsa, Gibby
morriss, Frank

RENT THE NEW
6RAY

Wt.
200
220
215
210
190
225
193
165
155
160
206

W II I TES
Compton, Stu
Moulton, Jim
Porter, George
Hitchcock, Bob
Bondelie, Dick
Bristow, Hal
Poznekoff, Ray
Houlihan, Max
Osborne, Bob
Walker, Bill
Sykes, Bob

Pos.
Wt.
LER
200
LTR
210
LG R
220
C
210
RGL
190
RTL
230
EEL
185
QB
145
LBR
165
,RB L
180
FR 205

ROYAL PORTABLE!

HEYAOYERS!

Shout It From
The Rooftops . . .

iftShanitork
Prise -in
Iheafre

AT FIRST & ALMA
(3 Minutes from Campus)

hh011tice4
A SPECIAL
STUDENT PRICE
OF 500
for all San Jose State Spartans
will be in effect for tomorrow
evening’s performance.

...L
ark

"YOUNG MAN ’
WITHA--HORN

Mr=
1,074440-Only the new Gray Magic Royal
often you all these!
distruediew Koye I alsipk
0111o Typing/thee Keyboard sad
Speed Specart
Comorilel

:Hunfer-Peterson
Equipment Co.
* 71 E. San Fernando

Another Bronsan innovation Is
the Notre Dame huddle, perfected by Frank Leahy. Gene Menges, quarterback, turns his back
on his opponents and calls the
play for his team. This type of
huddle eliminates "second guessing" by other players. It also
has been proven that player fatigue is lessened over the 10 minute route.

CY 4-2091

The Spartan practice field,
where most of the labor took
place, is located on the east side
of Spartan stadrum. The team
practiced for 30 days, including
two intra-squad contests. The
100-odd hours: of preparation
will culminate tonight with the
annual public intra-squad battle. Footballs will not hit the
field again until fall practice in
late August.

SJS Adds Pipers
To ’51 Cage Sked
San Jose State college athletic
officials announced this week the
signing of Hemline university of
St. Paul, Minn., for a Jan. 6 basketball meeting in St. Paul.
The Spartans will face Manhattan college at Madison Square
Garden and Beloit in Wisconsin
before meeting the Pipers on their
eastern junket.
The Joe Huttoti-coached St.
Paul crew won Or" NAIB title
in Kansas City in 1948 and 1949
and won 29 out of 33 games in
1950.

HAVE MCRE FUN AT THE BEACH
WITH

8.95 pr.
Swim Fins
Water Goggles 1.50 pr.
Beach Balls 1.00 up
Men’s, Women’s
Bathing Caps
Ganfrier Nylon Swim Suits
Diving Masks, 2.50
Nose Clips, .60

GORDON’S SPORT SHOP
121 E. San Fentancicb
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ONE OF THE FINEST ART
DEPARTMENTS IN THE BAY AREA
lotrorc MATtR14/56

igiLfals-

1 .41; ,

r

Alba & WALLPAPER 00k
I2 South Second Strwit

For conyisnifintAnd
courtertiusclifieffite

starring Kirk Douglas, lovly
Doris Day and Lauren Baal
will be the main attraction and
will be co-featured with

"ALIAS THE
CHAMP"
starring the one and only Gorgeous George! The offer is
good only tomorrow night and
is valid when the coupon at
the bottom of this ad is presented at the box office. Go
out to the SHAMROCK tomorrow night for an evening of
swell entertainment and fun!

TEAR THIS OUT!

try, the
Start I; nrive REST AltRANT
Sonia Clara St. at 12th

ADMIT ONE SPARTAN
AT SPECIAL PRICE.
THURSDAY, JUNE 8

500

Management.

ft
Prexy Chosen Art Department Alumnae
Placement Office Announces Variety By Student Y Plan Reunion for June 17
Of Elementary Teaching Positions
At Camp Meet
8

SPARTAN DAILY

Wednesday, June 7, 1950

Graduates of the last four years from the San Jose State college
Art department will gather together for a reunion breakfast at Lou’s
Commercial majors should check with the Placement office ,if
Ron LaMar was - installed as Village on June 17, according to Dr. Marques Reitzel, head of the
president
of the San Jose State Art department.
to
according
secured,
positions
post-graduation
have
not
they do
college Student Y at the Y Reseveral
secredirector.
There
are
Placement
Robinson,
"This is an attempt," revealed Dr. Reitzel, "to bring former
Miss Doris K.
treat held over the week -end at
tarial positions open for women, as well as bookkeeping and sales Camp Campbell. Over 40 students students up to date about their
former classmates. Letters have
positions for men. The Placement office has received a call for a man were in attendance.
been sent to persons from the
All
officers
were
re-elected
and
with an elementary credential to
classes
of 1946 through 1950, and
installed at the retreat with the
teach a regular schedule and drive
exception of Treasurer Feavle who thus far we have received 42 aca school bus. The position pays will graduate. Officers installed ceptances."
FOR RENT
The breakfast, which is part of
$4000.
were: Bob .Dean, vice-president;
a
apartment vacant for
series
of
Homecoming
events
Two-room
beThere are also calls for two ele- Jewell Austin, secretary; and
ing formulated, will. start at 8:30 three male students, $15 per
Freshman Class council: Meet mentary
Alice
Hays,
treasurer.
teachers
in
Palmer,
at 3:30 p.m. today in Room 39 to
The local Y group held discus- Saturday morning, Dr.. Reitzel ex- month. 360 S. Ninth street.
Alaska, one to teach girls physical
Women: Summer school; nice
elect a new treasurer.
sion groups and planned their pro- plained. "We have invited huseducation in elementary and high gram for the Student Y next year. bands to bring their wives and rooms, good food, near college, six
OT majors: Picnic, pot -luck dinschool, and the other for library Swimming, hiking, dancing and wives to bring their husbands," he weeks $75. Mrs. Hays, 156 N.
ner and a program at 3:30 p.m..,
continued.
Fifth street. CY 3-9974.
tomorrow in the barbecue area and English or language. A de- other recreation supplemented the
We feel it is an excellent oppordiscussion
Women:
Clean,
comfortable,
activities
during
the
gym.
gree
and
two
years
experience
are
Women’s
near the
tunity to meet -old .friends and furnished rooms with showers and
three-day week-end.
teachers:
"We
also
plan
to
have
required
for
these
positions,
which
kitchen privileges, available all
Highlights of the retreat was
Tau Delta Phi: 12:30 p.m. meetPay $3700.
the camp rook-out, where- all 40 some surprises for those attend- summer. 544 S. Seventh street.
ing Friday id the tower.
ing," he concluded.
A call also has been received f,er participants cooked their evening
Rooms available for summer:
Gummi PI Epsilon: Sign up in
meal
over
one
large
open
fire.
The
Student men, twin beds, linen ina cafeteria supervisor.
by
Wednesday,
the math office
Y’ers on the retreat were joined
cluded, laundry privileges, close to
June 7, so that plans may be made
Secondary calls are still lim- by members of the Camp Councilcampus. 633 S. Fifttt street. CY
for the annual picnic to be held ited, Miss Robinson stated.
ers Training course for the cook5-4627.
Saturday, June 10, at Alum Rock
out.
Furnished house suitable for
park. Fifty cents will be charged
either three or four men or
for guests and members.
women, vacant June 23. Call after
Delta Phl Delta: 100 per cent
The San Jose State college stu- 5 p.m. at CY 4-5586.
attendance is needed at Thursdent members of the Natural SciFOR SALE
day’s barbecue in order to send
ence Teachers’ association will
1938
Ford
four-door sedan, reGeorge to Denver. Check bulletin
. I conduct a field trip to Alum Rock
Presentation
of
commissions
board for further information. The and the awarding of the outstand- I park on Friday, according to an conditioned inside and out, runs
barbecue will be held at 6 p.m. at ing military police cadet trophy
1- announcement from the Natural good, radio, heater, fog and spotthe home of Mrs. Vogelman.
Science department.lights, new paint and upholstery,
will be held Friday at 230 p.m. in
$,330,. See Wallace Coker at 448
conjunction
with
the
’graduation
Plans are being made to r a pot- N. second street after 5 p.m.
PI Omega Pi: Nomination and
ceremony
of
the
ROTC
departluck
supper
following
the
trip.
the
election of officers Thursday night
LOST
announcement states.
HILLEL BEACH PARTY’.
at 7:30 o’clock in apartment No. 1, ment.
week, important
Coop
last
In
studentsi
Alternating
groups
of
Dr.
T.
W.
MacQuarrle
will
preA belch -party will be held Sat444 N. First street.
sent the commissions to gradu- urday and Sunday, June 10 and will make short trips around the notebook belonging to Jacque
Student
Social meeting to- ating seniors. The first man called 11, by the members of-the Hillel valley floor to study variout na- Holeman. Please return to Innight at 7:30 o’clock in the Stu- to receive his certificate of rank club at Arnold Levin’s in Santa tural objects. The study groups formation office.
dent Y house.
SERVICES
will be the outstanding cadet in Cruz. "Beach days" will be the will include those on birds, geolthe corps of military police. The last big social affair of the year ogy and nature study.
Term
papers
typed; rapid, acCamp Counselor course: Last
All science students planning to cm -ate, 20 years experience, stuaward will be a gold trophy in the for the group.
meeting of the quarter today at
More than 30 students are ex- teach are invited to join this dent rate $1.25 hour. 28 S. 13th
3:30 p.m: in the Student Y house. form of a military policeman inscribed with the name of the re- pected to make the trip for the group, the announcement said. In- street. (7Y 3-0738.
two-day stay at the surf-side. The terested persons are urged to conNeed a ride? Sign up at the cipient.
Teacher graduates: If not
members
will leave from the Stu- tact Dr. Gertrude Cavins in Room placed phone or call during vacaStudent Y end -quarter transportaSixty men will be commissioned
tion booth in front of the Morris at the ceremony. The air force dent Union at 7:30 p.m. Saturday. S-100.
tion. Registration free. Primary,
Following the beach week -end,
Dailey auditorium. Open daily ROTC department will give 31
elementary, high school; many
from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
affidavits of second lieutenancy there will be a social meeting
majors. Interviews 4 to 8, all day
and the corps of military police Monday night at 8 o’clock in TemSaturdays. After June 16 open
AWS: There will be a special will present 29.
ple Eamnu-El. President Bernie
during the day. Assured Agency,
prnerant at 4:30 p.m. today in
577 14th street, Oakland, GL
This is the last formal ceremony Schorr will conduct a short busiRoom 24.
2-1505.
of the ROTC department -for the ness meeting to be followed by
Approximately 30 sophomores
dancing and a social.
Newman club: All members school year.
will attend the Alinn Rock barbe,
ELK
HORNS
DONATED
should attend the important execThe unique has been achieved cue today, according- to Jacquie
utive and council meeting tonight
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE
in contributions for the Memorial Larsen and John Moeller, coat 7:45 o’clock in Newman hall.
entered sis second class matter April 24, 11141,
Chapel fund. A pair of elk horns chairmen.
st San Joie. California, under the act of
The affair will last from 4 until March 3, ISM
has been offered to the Chapel
camp miniwanea committee:
committee, through a letter to 8:30 p.m. and will be highlighted
Delegates for this year’s camp are
Full leased wk. service of United Press.
Pre-engineering students who Dean of Men Paul Pitman, to be by softball, dancing and swim- Press of the Globe Printing Company, 1445 S.
urged to attend the 5 o’clock meetHarof
direction
under
the
ming’
wish
to
know
the
scores
they
made
auctioned off for whatever money
First St., San Jose, California. SAmber, Caliing in the Dean of Women’s office
low Lloyd and Mary Evelyn Pet- fornia Newspaper Publisher’s Association.
on the various parts of the Uni- they will bring.
Thursday afternoon.
versity of California engineering
F. Robert Halle, alumnus of erson, entertainment chairmen.
Phi Eta Sigma: Initiation, bar- qualifying examination may secure 1937, has found this means to perDesigned to promote a more
becue, and election of officers at them in Room 110, according to sonally contribute to the Chapel. friendly spirit among members of
530 o’clock today at the college Mrs. L. E. Scott, secretary for Persons desiring to own a pair of the class of ’52, the barbecue is
barbecue pits.
Dean Elder.
elk horns may contact Dean Pit- open to any sophomore and his
Pre-engineering students who man for information, and perhaps guest for $1, says Leta Howard,
Sigma Delta Pi: All members
publicity chairman. The $1 prodid not take the test on May 16 a pedigree.
should cheek bulletin board for
Lvides _ a juicy rib steak _withmay do so on Saturday, August 19 _COUNSELOR HERE.
meeting Thursday. -night -and -in-at Berkeley. Students who plan to
J. D. Murchison, department of the trimmings.
format ion concerning Sunday’s
take it should contact Mrs. Scott veterans affairs official, will be at
INN In on NE nil.
beach party arrangements.
in Room 110.
San Jose State college Friday,
255 S. 2nd
NEAR THE CAMPUS
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